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We are pleased to present the latest edition of Quantum Quarterly, a publication of King & Spalding’s International
Arbitration Group. This edition’s cover story dispenses with our usual interview format and focuses instead on a
landmark ECT damages case, of which we are particularly proud, as King & Spalding acted as counsel to Claimants.
This edition also includes summaries of other recent damages awards as well as our “Old But Still (Very) Useful”
section highlighting the 1987 Sun Oil (Libya) case. As always, we welcome any feedback you may have.
All the best.
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King & Spalding Clients
Obtain Largest ECT
Damages Award in History
King & Spalding secured an arbitration award of US$506
million, plus interest, against the Republic of Kazakhstan
on behalf of Moldovan investors Anatolie and Gabriel
Stati and their companies, Ascom SA and Terra Raf
Trans Traiding Ltd. The award is the largest ever under
the Energy Charter Treaty (ECT) and the third-largest
investment-treaty arbitration award in history.
The award was issued on December 19, 2013, for
violations of the investor-protection provisions of the
ECT. The Tribunal (consisting of Karl-Heinz Bockstiegel
as chair and David Haigh and Sergey Lebedev as coarbitrators), constituted under the auspices of the
Stockholm Chamber of Commerce (SCC), found that
Kazakhstan violated its international obligation to
treat Claimants’ investments fairly and equitably. It
also vindicated Claimants and their general manager
of any wrongdoing while operating in Kazakhstan,
and it ordered Kazakhstan to pay for the value of the
investments it seized, which were substantial.

continued on Page 2
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The claims arose out of Kazakhstan’s seizure of
Claimants’ petroleum operations in 2010. Claimants
acquired two companies in 1999 that held idle licenses
in the Borankol and Tolkyn fields in Kazakhstan.
They invested hundreds of millions of dollars over the
ensuing decade to turn the companies into successful
exploration and production businesses. In late 2008,
after the businesses had become profitable, more
than half a dozen government agencies carried out a
number of burdensome inspections and audits of the
companies’ businesses that resulted in false accusations
of illegal conduct directed at Claimants and their
Kazakh companies, including a criminal prosecution of
their general manager on false pretenses. Kazakhstan’s
actions challenged Claimants’ title to their investments,
subjected them to millions of dollars in unwarranted
tax assessments and criminal penalties, and ultimately
led to the seizure of their investments by Kazakh
authorities in 2010.

Teco Guatemala Holdings LLC v. The Republic of
Guatemala (ICSID Case No. ARB/10/17)

continued from Page 1

The Tribunal awarded compensation under three
heads: losses from the producing Borankol and Tolkyn
gas fields; the lost opportunity to develop the socalled Tabyl block; and the value of a nearly complete
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) plant. With respect
to the Borankol and Tolkyn gas fields, the Tribunal
awarded US$277.8 million, based on a gas price per
cubic meter of US$70. (Claimants had argued for a
higher price of up to US$180). With respect to the
lost opportunity to develop the Tabyl block, Claimants
presented evidence that undeveloped reserves could
have been worth up to US$1.5 billion had Claimants
been allowed to exploit them. The Tribunal, however,
despite concluding that Kazakhstan’s unjustified
failure to extend the contract for that block was part
of its breach of the ECT, determined by majority
that Claimants should only be awarded their outof-pocket costs in the amount of US$31.33 million.
In this respect, the Tribunal followed a line of cases
demanding stricter proof of certainty of loss for
undeveloped projects than for developed ones with a
history of profitability. (Query whether this effectively
incentivizes States to expropriate promising projects at
an early stage in order to pay reduced compensation.)
With respect to the LPG plant, the Tribunal preferred
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Date of the Award:
December 19, 2013

to award damages based on third-party offers
rather than use Claimants’ valuations, including its
discounted cash flow (DCF) valuation of the plant of
US$400 million. Accordingly, the Tribunal awarded
US$199 million, based on an offer from a State-owned
company. Notably, the Tribunal declined to award
moral damages, despite acknowledging that the case
was highly unusual in that it involved numerous acts by
a variety of State agencies over several years, all acting
under the orders of the president of Kazakhstan.
Regarding costs, the Tribunal relied on the costshifting authority granted to it under the SCC Rules
in requiring Kazakhstan to pay 3/4 of the costs of the
proceedings and 1/2 of Claimants’ legal costs. This
resulted in a total award amount of US$506 million,
with interest to be applied at the U.S. six-month
Treasury bill rate until the date of payment. F

Claimant:
Teco Guatemala Holdings LLC
Respondent:
Republic of Guatemala
Members of the Tribunal:
Alexis Mourre (Chair); Prof. William Park; Claus von
Wobeser
Sector:
Power distribution
Applicable Treaty:
CAFTA-DR
Background:
Teco Guatemala Holdings LLC (Teco), a company
incorporated in Delaware and part of the Teco Energy
group, held a 24.3% indirect interest in Empresa
Eléctrica de Guatemala S.A. (EEGSA). EEGSA is a
power company incorporated in Guatemala that holds
long-term concessions for power distribution. In 1998,
the government of Guatemala privatized EEGSA by
selling it to a consortium (the “Consortium”) formed
by Teco Power Services (TPS, another company of the
Teco Energy group), Iberdrola, and Electricidade de
Portugal (EDP). The Consortium formed the company
Distribución Eléctrica CentroAmericana S.A. (DECA)
and through it acquired an 80% interest in EEGSA for
US$520 million. The shareholding of the Consortium
members in DECA was divided as follows: 30% for TPS,
49% for Iberdrola and 21% for EDP. In 2005, Teco
acquired TPS’s shares in DECA.

power sector; in particular, it enacted a 1996 General
Electricity Law (LGE) and a 1997 regulation of the
LGE (RLGE). The legal framework in force at the time
of the privatization comprised, inter alia, the following
aspects: (i) a guarantee that EEGSA would be able to
pass on to consumers the capital and operation costs of a
“distribution network of a benchmark-efficient company”
operating in like circumstances; (ii) a procedure for
calculating tariffs, which was based on technical studies
prepared by consultants appointed by the distributor
from a short-list preapproved by the electric-power
public agency (CNEE) and within guidelines (Terms of
Reference) also set by the CNEE; (iii) tariff reviews every
five years upon approval by the CNEE and following the
procedure set forth in the regulatory framework; and (iv)
a mechanism to settle disagreements between the CNEE
and the distributor as to the tariff review by means of an
ad hoc commission with three members—one appointed
by the government, one by the distributor, and the third
by mutual agreement. The regulatory framework was
amended in 2003 to provide that no power distribution
could take place without a tariff schedule in place and
that, in case there was no “effective tariff schedule”
in force, the CNEE was responsible for immediately
setting the applicable tariffs. The regulatory framework
was further amended in 2007 to provide that if the
distributor failed to submit or in certain cases correct the
technical study supporting its tariff proposal, the CNEE
was authorized to set the tariffs on the basis of its own
independent study.
The tariffs for the 1998-2003 period were set in July
1998, right before the privatization was completed. They
were in force until 2003. For the 2003-2008 period, the
CNEE set the tariffs in July 2003, adopting the procedure
set forth in the regulatory framework and without
disagreement between the parties.
In May 2007, the CNEE issued the Terms of Reference
to be adopted in the tariff review for the 2008-2013
period. EEGSA protested, claiming that the Terms

Between 1996 and the 1998 privatization, the government
of Guatemala reformed the legal framework of the
continued on Page 4
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of Reference predetermined the new tariffs. After
administrative and judicial appeals by EEGSA, the
parties reached an agreement as to the wording and
procedure set forth in the Terms of Reference. But the
CNEE subsequently further amended the Terms of
Reference again. The CNEE rejected the study prepared
by EEGSA’s consultant Bates White and the tariffs it
proposed; in particular, the CNEE rejected Bates White’s
net replacement value (NRV) basis for determining the
tariffs. The CNEE and EEGSA established an expert
commission (Expert Commission) to resolve the dispute,
in accordance with the regulatory framework. The
Expert Commission’s report issued “pronouncements”
instructing Bates White to make revisions, which were
allegedly implemented and brought the NRV from
US$1.3 billion down to circa US$1.1 billion. The CNEE
dissolved the Expert Commission before it could assess
whether its instruction had been adopted and took the
position that the Expert Commission’s deliberations were
not binding but mere recommendations. The CNEE
eventually set the tariffs on the basis of a separate study
prepared by another consultant. It alleged that Bates
White had failed to correct its report in accordance with
the applicable provisions and Terms of Reference, thus
triggering CNEE’s right to unilaterally set the tariffs.
EEGSA challenged in local courts CNEE’s finding
that it had failed to make the required amendments to
the Bates White report per the Expert Commission’s
pronouncements, as well as CNEE’s dissolution of the
Expert Commission. The first-instance courts ruled in
favor of EEGSA’s on these two counts. In November
2009 and February 2010, however, the Constitutional
Court reversed the first-instance courts’ rulings and
dismissed EEGSA’s claims. In October 2010, the
Consortium sold its interest in EEGSA to a Colombian
company, EPM, for US$605 million.
Treaty Claims and Defenses:
Teco sent its notice letter to Guatemala in January 2009
and filed its Request for Arbitration in October 2010.
Teco claimed that Guatemala had violated the fair and
equitable treatment (FET) obligation in the CAFTA-DR
by fundamentally changing the regulatory framework
applicable to its investment and by acting in bad faith
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and in an arbitrary and grossly unfair manner with respect
to the 2008 tariff review process. In turn, Guatemala
challenged the Tribunal’s jurisdiction, arguing that Teco
was limited to bringing a denial of justice claim given
the Constitutional Court’s judgments on the underlying
regulatory issues. On the merits, it contended that the
dispute was based on a mere regulatory disagreement
under domestic law and that Guatemala’s conduct was
appropriate as held by the Constitutional Court.
The Tribunal dismissed Guatemala’s objections to
jurisdiction. It held that, although it owed deference
to the Constitutional Court’s judgments on issues of
domestic law, Teco’s claims went beyond the domestic
law issues ruled upon by the Constitutional Court and
were in any event based on the violation of international
law standards. The Tribunal also held that, because the
issues of domestic law decided by the Constitutional
Court did not exhaust the factual basis of Teco’s claim,
Teco was entitled to bring an FET claim on grounds
other than denial of justice. On the merits, the Tribunal
sidestepped the claim that Guatemala’s conduct violated
Teco’s legitimate expectations regarding the stability of
the regulatory framework, stating instead that the crux
of the analysis was whether Guatemala had repudiated
the regulatory framework in an arbitrary and unfair
manner, because every investor must have the legitimate
expectation that a host State will not do so. The Tribunal
went on to hold that Guatemala’s conduct in relation
to the tariff-review process for the 2008-2013 period
repudiated fundamental guarantees of the regulatory
framework, was arbitrary, and breached elementary
standards of administrative due process, thus violating the
FET standard in the CAFTA-DR.
Damages:
Teco claimed for the cash flows lost between August 2008
and October 2010, which it calculated as the difference

between the “but for” cash flows based on the tariffs
proposed in the Bates White Final Report and the actual
historical results during that period based on the tariffs
set by the CNEE for 2008-2013. Teco calculated this
difference for EEGSA’s cash flows at US$87 million,
resulting in a historical loss of US$21 million for Teco’s
24.3% indirect interest in the company. Teco also
claimed damages for the loss in value of EEGSA’s shares
as a result of Guatemala’s conduct, i.e., the difference
in value using Bates White’s “but for” tariffs for 20082013 versus using the actual tariffs for that same period.
Bates White calculated both values using three different
methods: the discounted cash flow (DCF) approach, the
comparable publicly traded company approach, and the
comparable transactions approach. It then assigned 60%
to the DCF method, 30% to the comparable publicly
traded company method, and 10% to the comparable
transactions method, determining that Teco’s 24.3%
interest in the EEGSA was valued at US$337 million in
the “but for” scenario versus US$115 million in actual
value, resulting in a loss of US$222 million.
In turn, Guatemala’s damages experts argued that Teco’s
historical damages claim was erroneously premised on the
assumption that Bates White had properly implemented
the Expert Commission’s pronouncements to correct
the previous Bates White report. Specifically, a key point
of contention underlying the parties’ calculations was
that Bates White used a US$1.1 billion NRV, whereas
Guatemala’s experts used a much lower US$629 million
NRV that they alleged would have resulted from the
correct implementation of the Expert Commission’s
pronouncements. The parties’ experts also differed on
the applicable capital-recovery factor and the level of
capital expenditures projected in the “but for” scenario.
According to Guatemala, the “but for” value of Teco’s
interest in EEGSA was virtually identical or slightly
lower than that paid by APM in the October 2010 sale of
EEGSA. Thus, Teco’s damages for loss of value should
be zero.

The parties’ experts also
differed on the applicable
capital-recovery factor and the
level of capital expenditures
projected in the “but for”
scenario.

The Tribunal upheld in full Teco’s US$21 million claim
for lost cash flow between August 2008 and October
2010. The Tribunal agreed that Bates White properly
reflected the pronouncements of the Expert Commission
and thus was an adequate basis for determining the lost
cash flow between August 2008—when the 2008-2013
tariffs entered into force—and October 2010—when Teco
sold its interest in EEGSA to EPM.
In contrast, the Tribunal dismissed Teco’s claim for
the loss of value of its shareholding in EEGSA. This
decision is surprising in the face of the Tribunal’s own
findings with respect to factual assumptions underlying
the parties’ cases on damages. In particular, the Tribunal
agreed with Teco that the October 2010 sale was based
on the existing tariffs, i.e., the tariffs unilaterally set
by the CNEE for the 2008-2013 period. It further
agreed that the tariffs that should have been in force
were those calculated by Bates White, which would have
necessarily generated higher revenues (this is why the
Tribunal upheld the claim for lost cash flows for the
period between August 2008 and October 2010). The
Tribunal further agreed with Teco that the existing tariffs
were a relevant factor to calculate the value of the shares
and ultimately the sale price. But it went on to hold that
“there is no evidence that, had the 2008-2013 tariffs been
higher, the transaction price would have reflected the
higher revenues of the company until 2013.” It is unclear
why and how the Tribunal reached this final conclusion
in light of its reasoning and factual findings. In fact, it
seems highly likely that, all other things being equal, “had
the 2008-2013 tariffs been higher, the transaction price
would have reflected the higher revenues of the company
until 2013.” On the flip side, the Tribunal took issue
with Teco’s assumption that the tariffs would remain
unchanged after 2013 into perpetuity. It appears that the
regulatory risk and other risks post-2013—which would
have been taken into account by a reasonable willing
buyer—played a decisive role in the Tribunal’s conclusion
that it found “no sufficient evidence of the existence and
quantum of the losses that were allegedly suffered as a
consequence of the sale.”
Interest:
Teco sought compound interest at the rate of 8.8%,
which corresponded to EEGSA’s WACC as of October
2010. Guatemala did not oppose to the request for
compound interest but argued that the interest rate
should be adjusted as of October 2010 onward reflecting

continued on Page 6
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Respondent:
Romania
Members of the Tribunal:
Dr. Laurent Lévy (Chair), Dr. Stanimir Alexandrov, and
Prof. Georges Abi-Saab
Sector:
Food and beverage manufacturing
Applicable Treaty:
Sweden - Romania Bilateral Investment Treaty; signed on
May 29, 2002

a risk-free rate such as U.S. 10-year government bonds.
The Tribunal rejected the claim for interest prior to
October 2010, because the historical losses awarded had
not been discounted to August 2008. It then agreed with
Guatemala that interest for post-October 2010 should
be based on a risk-free rate rather than EEGSA’s WACC
because Teco sold its interest in the company in October
2010. The Tribunal ultimately set the pre- and post-award
interest rate at U.S. prime plus 2% compounded annually.
Costs:
Both parties sought compensation for attorneys’ fees and
other arbitration costs and submitted that the Tribunal
should adopt the principle that costs follow the event.
The Tribunal decided that Guatemala was responsible
for its own costs and 75% of Teco’s costs in the amount
of US$7.5 million because Teco was successful on
jurisdiction and liability and partly on quantum.
Ioan Micula,Viorel Micula, SC European Food
SA, SC Starmill SRL, and SC Multipack SRL v.
Romania (ICSID Case No. ARB/05/20)1
Date of the Award:
December 11, 2013
Claimants:
Ioan Micula, Viorel Micula, and their companies, SC
European Food SA, SC Starmill SRL, and SC Multipack
SRL (Sweden)

1
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Background:
Brothers Ioan and Viorel Micula operated a large-scale
food and beverage production facility in Romania, which
they began after the fall of the Communist regime. In
response to a State-sponsored incentives scheme to
encourage the development of certain “disfavored”
regions of the country, in 1999 the Miculas decided to
greatly expand their existing businesses and established
a state-of-the-art food production company and brewery
(European Food), which was supported by wheat and
corn mills (Starmill) and a packaging facility (Multipack).
The legislative regime that governed those investments
offered a number of incentives—including, critically, an
exemption from paying customs duties on imported raw
materials such as sugar—and it was stated to endure for
10 years, i.e., until 2009. The program also required
investors benefiting from the regime to maintain their
investments in the disfavored region for a period twice as
long as they received the incentives.
In 2005, after the Miculas had invested heavily in
reliance on the program, Romania revoked the customs
duties exemptions nearly five years early. Romania’s
primary defense in the arbitration was that the incentive
program was incompatible with European Union
(EU) “State aid” laws and that Romania was forced
to revoke the program in order to accede to the EU in
2007. Romania’s position was strongly supported by
the EU Commission, which intervened in the case. The
Tribunal nonetheless decided that Romania’s premature
revocation of the customs duties exemptions violated the
“fair and equitable treatment” provision in the bilateral
investment treaty between Sweden and Romania.
Calculation of Damages:
The damages award in this case considers a variety of
issues, including awards of lost profits; lost opportunity
claims; an expectation versus a reliance theory of
damages; and interest.

Romania’s primary defense
in the arbitration was that
the incentive program was
incompatible with European
Union (EU) “State aid” laws
and that Romania was forced to
revoke the program in order to
accede to the EU in 2007.
Claimants offered three alternative approaches to valuing
their damages. The first two approaches took into account
two different scenarios that likely would have existed “but
for” the premature revocation of the incentive program.
Method A included the direct loss Claimants suffered
in being forced to pay higher prices for sugar and other
key raw materials used in their plants as a result of the
lost customs duties exemptions, as well as the lost profits
on sales of finished goods and the lost value of specific
investment plans that Claimants argued they had intended
to complete during the latter half of the 10-year incentive
period. Those additional investment opportunities
included the completion of a malt plant and canning plant
to support the existing brewery; a cogeneration plant to
recycle by-products of food production and reduce energy
costs; and a wholesale division for selling various sugarcontaining products to industrial consumers.
Method B calculated the direct harm in terms of
increased costs of raw materials (as in Method A),
but Method B assumed that instead of completing the
additional investments, Claimants would have used
the existing plant to sell larger quantities of those
finished goods that had a track record of profitability.
Ultimately, the Tribunal rejected Method B in favor of
Method A, because it found the lost profits analysis in
Method B to be less rigorous and not as well tested as
the methodologies underlying Method A.
The third approach—Method C—proffered a “reliance”
theory of damages, which assumed that Claimants would
not have expanded into food production as they did in
1999 had they known the incentives program would not
last 10 full years. Thus, the claim was for the amount
that Claimants invested in Romania in reliance on the
unfulfilled incentive program. The Tribunal rejected the
reliance theory, stating that it saw no reason to deviate

from Claimants’ primary damages approach, which was
the expectation theory offered in Methods A and B.
Having accepted the general theory and approaches
underlying Method A, the Tribunal then considered
each separate head of damages under that claim, which
included direct losses; lost profits; and lost opportunities.
It awarded the full amount of direct damages claimed for
increased costs of acquiring raw materials as a result of
the lost customs duties exemptions (though it rejected
one element of that claim—the increased costs of PET
packaging material—which it determined to be a lost
opportunity rather than a direct loss).
Regarding lost profits, the Tribunal accepted Claimants’
general theory that the increased cost of raw materials
required them to increase product prices, which resulted
in diminished sales and reduced market share. The
calculation of that loss was based on complex market
data, thus requiring a degree of opinion from Claimants’
expert to extrapolate the total loss to Claimants’ entire
affected product line. The Tribunal accepted that once
the fact of lost profits had been established, it had
discretion to determine the precise amount of that loss.
Finding the expert’s extrapolation too speculative, the
Tribunal conducted its own calculation and awarded
€60 million of the €100 million claimed.
The Tribunal rejected most of the lost opportunity claims
as insufficiently established, primarily because Claimants
had no past history of proceeding with or profiting from
those opportunities (in particular, the malt, canning, and
cogeneration plants). By contrast, the Tribunal accepted
Claimants’ contention that they planned to stockpile
large amounts of sugar prior to the incentives program
expiring in 2009 and that the early revocation of the
program in 2005 had prevented them from stockpiling
as planned. Finding that Claimants’ past stockpiling was
sufficient evidence to establish that they would have also
stockpiled in the “but for” scenario, the Tribunal awarded
approximately €4 million for that claim, an amount
corresponding to the scope of Claimants’ past practice.
In total, the Tribunal awarded Claimants 376,433,229
RON (approximately €116 million), plus interest
compounded on a quarterly basis based on the
Romanian Interbank Offered Rate (RIBOR). As of the
date of the award, the damages with interest amounted
to approximately €245 million.

continued on Page 8

King & Spalding represented the Claimants except Viorel Micula.
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of the French Civil Code [Libyan law being indirectly
based on French law] and are therefore encountered in a
number of civil law countries worldwide.)
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Mohamed Adbulmohsen Al-Kharafi & Sons Co.
(Kuwait) v. Libya (Ad hoc)
Date of the Award:
March 22, 2013
Claimant:
Mohamed Adbulmohsen Al-Kharafi & Sons Co. (Kuwait)
Respondents:
The Government of the State of Libya, the Ministry of
Economy of the State of Libya, the General Authority
for Investment Promotion and Privatization Affairs, the
Ministry of Finance of Libya, and the Libyan Investment
Authority (Libya)
Members of the Tribunal:
Dr. Abdel Hamid El-Ahdab (Chair), Dr. Ibrahim Fawzi,
Justice Mohamed El-Kamoudi El-Hafi
Sector:
Tourism
Applicable Treaty:
Unified Agreement for the Investment of Arab Capital in
the Arab States (the Unified Agreement)
Background:
In 2006, the Libyan Ministry of Tourism issued a
decision granting approval and a license to Claimant,
a Kuwaiti company, to develop a large tourism resort
project in Tripoli (which was to include a four-star
hotel, apartments, villas, a mall, and a beach). Claimant
subsequently entered into a 90-year contract with
the Libyan Tourism Authority, which the Tribunal
characterized as a BOT contract. Under this contract,
the Libyan Tourism Authority undertook to lease to
Claimant for purposes of the project a plot of land
in Tripoli extending over an area of 240,000 square
meters. Respondents never handed over the plot of
land to Claimant in accordance with the contract. In
2010, respondents issued a decision canceling their
2006 decision approving the project. Construction and
operation of the project never began. In 2011, Claimant
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commenced an ad hoc arbitration against respondents for
breach of their obligations under the contract, Libyan law,
and the Unified Agreement.
The Tribunal retained jurisdiction over four of the
five initial respondents (it declined jurisdiction over
the Libyan Investment Authority). On the merits, the
Tribunal found that, by failing to hand over the plot
of land and by canceling the governmental decision
approving the project, respondents had breached their
obligations under the contract and Libyan law (notably,
Libyan investment promotion laws and the duty to
perform contracts in good faith under Article 148 of
the Libyan Civil Code), as well as under the Unified
Agreement (breach of Article 9(1), which prohibits
measures leading to the sequestration, freezing or
administration of assets). The award was rendered by
majority as the arbitrator appointed by respondents
refused to sign it.
Damages Claim:
While Claimant initially claimed US$55 million in
damages, by the end of the arbitration its claim had
increased to US$2.05 billion, comprising direct damages,
moral damages, and lost profits.
Tribunal’s Analysis:
The damages section of the final award is rather
short and does not distinguish between the several
grounds of liability (contract, Libyan law, and Unified
Agreement). The Tribunal based its decision on damages
on both Libyan law and Article 10(1) of the Unified
Agreement (which sets out the investor’s entitlement to
compensation). It considered that it had discretionary
powers to determine the amount of direct damages, moral
damages, and lost profits. (It should be noted that the
provisions of the Libyan Civil Code on damages cited by
the Tribunal in its award are largely similar to the ones

Direct Damages:
The Tribunal awarded Claimant direct damages in an
amount of US$5 million for the losses and expenses
incurred in relation to the opening and running of its
office in Tripoli after respondents approved the project
in 2006 until the office closure in 2010 (e.g., workers’
wages, equipment purchasing, office expenses, etc.).
The Tribunal found that these losses and expenses were
confirmed by Claimant’s balance sheets. The Tribunal
summarily dismissed respondents’ contention that the
losses and expenses claimed were not related to the
project in dispute.
Moral Damages:
Claimant argued that Libyan law and French law allow
for moral damages. While it initially claimed US$1
million in moral damages, Claimant increased its
moral damages claim to US$50 million in the course
of the arbitration, for the damage respondents’ abusive
cancellation of such an important project caused
to Claimant’s worldwide professional reputation.
Respondents argued that in the absence of deceit, fraud,
or manipulation on their part and in the absence of
proof, Claimant was not entitled to moral damages.
Without elaborating on the applicable legal standard,
the supporting evidence, or the calculation of such
damages, the Tribunal awarded US$30 million in moral
damages, as compensation for the damage caused to
Claimant’s reputation in the stock market as well as in
the business and construction markets in Kuwait and
around the world.
Loss of Profits:
Claimant claimed lost profits in an amount of US$50
million, which it later increased to US$2 billion,
corresponding to the net profits it should have realized
from its investment in the project over a period of
83 years (corresponding to the 90-year duration of
the contract minus seven years for the completion of
construction). It produced four expert reports on the
valuation of its lost profits. Respondents objected that the
lost profits claimed were hypothetical and unsubstantiated
given that Claimant had neither invested any capital in
the project yet nor commenced execution of the project.
But respondents did not produce any expert evidence in
response to Claimant’s four expert reports on damages, a
fact which the Tribunal emphasized. Citing Article 224
of the Libyan Civil Code and the UNIDROIT Principles

Without elaborating on the
applicable legal standard, the
supporting evidence, or the
calculation of such damages,
the Tribunal awarded US$30
million in moral damages, as
compensation for the damage
caused to Claimant’s reputation
in the stock market as well as in
the business and construction
markets in Kuwait and around
the world.
of International Commercial Contracts, the Tribunal
held that it had the authority to award lost profits. It
determined that the applicable standard is that the
damage “should be caused by the loss of a certain and
real opportunity” and that the compensable damage is
“the damage that certainly occurred or which occurrence
in the future is certain.” The Tribunal found that the
lost profits claimed “result[ed] from real and certain lost
opportunities” and that their occurrence in the future
was certain. According to the Tribunal, these lost profits
would have been realized from the investment throughout
the period of 83 years had respondents not canceled their
decision approving the project. The Tribunal did not
directly address the facts that Claimant had spent only
US$5 million on the project and that the project was
not, and had never been, a going concern with a track
record of profitability. Nor did it enter into any detailed
discussion of the calculation of lost profits. Instead, the
Tribunal considered that Claimant’s expert reports had
been prepared by highly renowned accounting firms
and that they were sound and convincing. The Tribunal
calculated the average of the estimated lost profits in the
Claimant’s four expert reports, which was US$2 billion.
The Tribunal then proceeded, using its discretionary
powers, to reduce the amount of lost profits from US$2
billion to US$900 million, on the basis of the intervening
change of regime in Libya and the need for economic and
investment cooperation with the “new Libya.”

continued on Page 10
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Interest:
Based on Article 229 of the Libyan Civil Code, the
Tribunal ordered respondents to pay post-award interest
at a rate of 4% from the date of the award until full
payment. It considered that the award was a civil debt.
Claimant does not appear to have claimed pre-award
interest and none was awarded.
Costs:
The Tribunal ordered respondents to pay all the
arbitration costs and expenses, in an amount of US$1.9
million but held that each party should bear its own
legal costs.
The total amount of compensation awarded to Claimant
was thus US$936.940 million, with post-award interest at
a rate of 4%. The Tribunal further held that respondents
were jointly and severally liable for the payment of this
amount.
Franck Charles Arif v. Republic of Moldova (ICSID
Case No. ARB/11/23)
Date of the Award:
April 8, 2013
Claimant:
Franck Charles Arif (France)
Respondent:
Republic of Moldova
Members of the Tribunal:
Prof. Dr. Bernardo M. Cremades, President; Prof. Dr.
Bernard Hanotiau; Prof. Dr. Rolf Knieper
Sector:
Retail
Applicable Treaty:
France-Moldova Bilateral Investment Treaty, signed on
September 8, 1997 (the BIT)
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Claimant commenced ICSID
proceedings in mid-2011
alleging a series of breaches of
the BIT and/or international
law, including expropriation,
denial of justice, and breach
of the fair and equitable
treatment standard.
Background:
In 2008, Claimant’s 100%-owned Moldovan company,
ICS “Le Bridge Company Limited” SRL (Le Bridge), bid
for and won the right to create and run a network of dutyfree stores at designated points along the border between
Romania and Moldova and, subject to further agreement,
in Chisinau Airport (the Contract). Respondent’s
relevant authorities subsequently issued a number of
licenses to conduct duty-free business and leases of the
relevant properties, and Le Bridge opened a number of
stores (or at least readied them for opening) over the
course of 2008 and 2009, including at Chisinau Airport.
In late 2009, Le Bridge’s competitor, Dufremol,
commenced a raft of proceedings before Moldova’s courts
and competition authorities, challenging the purported
exclusivity of the award to Le Bridge and seeking to
cancel Le Bridge’s leases resulting from the Contract,
including the lease with respect to the store at Chisinau
Airport. Following a series of appeals, Dufremol was
ultimately successful, and the Moldovan authorities
revoked or suspended Le Bridge’s licenses and leases
while simultaneously permitting Dufremol to enter the
market and open stores at some of the same locations.
Claimant commenced ICSID proceedings in mid2011 alleging a series of breaches of the BIT and/or
international law, including expropriation, denial of
justice, and breach of the fair and equitable treatment
standard. Claimant was successful in the latter allegation
insofar as it related to the Chisinau Airport store, with
respect to which the Tribunal held that Moldova had
failed to fulfill Claimant’s legitimate expectation that
there would be a secure legal framework in which it could
invest in and operate its airport store. Insofar as Le
Bridge’s other stores were concerned, the Tribunal noted
that a final decision as to the revocation of any leases

restitution in any case, the Tribunal arrived at an award
of restitution and compensation as alternatives. The
latter alternative was awarded on the basis that it be
suspended for 90 days during which respondent could
seek to formulate (within 60 days) a proposal for
restitution. If that was not possible, or if respondent’s
proposal was not to Claimant’s satisfaction, the latter
would then be free to enforce the damages portion of the
award at the end of the 90-day stay period.

had not yet been taken by the Moldovan upper courts.
It noted, however, that the decision against Le Bridge
in that context would also likely amount to a failure to
fulfill Claimant’s legitimate expectations and therefore
be a source of potential future problems.
Damages Claim:
Claimant sought an award of damages with respect to
its airport shop, seeking an award of lost profits on a
discounted cash flow (DCF) basis, or alternatively its
wasted costs, as well as moral damages of €5 million
for stress and humiliation. Respondent countered
by asserting that the primary form of reparation for
wrongful acts under international law was restitution and
requesting that the Tribunal therefore investigate this
possibility. As its secondary position, respondent rejected
the appropriateness of a DCF analysis of Claimant’s
losses (given that the airport store had not, in fact,
opened or generated revenue) but accepted that its losses
could be evaluated by reference to its wasted costs, while
nevertheless disputing the quantum of those costs.

With respect to damages in lieu of restitution, the
Tribunal agreed with respondent that a DCF calculation
was inappropriate where a business had never operated
and a projection as to its revenues was thus highly
speculative. The Tribunal therefore held, on the basis of
a wasted-costs approach, that Claimant should recover
approximately 6.5 million Moldovan lei (roughly US$0.5
million) in the event of satisfactory restitution and
approximately 35 million lei (under US$3 million) if no
restitution eventuated.
Finally, while the Tribunal accepted that moral damages
were available to claimants under international law as a
matter of principle, it did not consider that respondent’s
conduct was of sufficient gravity or intensity to warrant
an award of such damages; consequently, it dismissed
Claimant’s claim in that regard.
With respect to interest, the Tribunal declined
Claimant’s request for LIBOR +2% compounded
semiannually, instead selecting simple interest at the
EURIBOR rate from the date of the award until the date
of payment. With respect to fees and costs, the Tribunal
held that each party should bear its own fees and that
the costs of the proceedings should be shared equally
between the parties. F

In the wake of the hearing, Claimant confirmed that
it was unconvinced by respondent’s asserted intention
to make reparation by way of restitution and therefore
insisted that it be awarded damages. Respondent in
turn asked that it be given 60 days, if held liable, to
determine whether and how it could effect restitution
with respect to the airport store.
Tribunal’s Analysis:
The Tribunal remarked that it considered restitution
to be the preferable remedy, given that it preserved
the relationship between investor and State and thus
was more consistent with the objectives of investment
treaties in general. But given that respondent was not
in a position to confirm that restitution was possible
and that the Tribunal could not supervise any such
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External Considerations When Assessing Harm:
Can a Damages Claim Be Offset by Benefits an Investor
May Have Received?
In the Micula et al. v. Romania case addressed above,
Claimants’ principal case on damages centered on
the increased costs and lost profits that resulted from
producing their food and beverage products without
the customs duties exemptions.1 Romania, however,
advanced a relatively novel argument in response to that
claim: it argued that even though Claimants may have
had to pay more to produce their goods without the
customs duties exemptions, they did not necessarily suffer
harm, because Romania’s accession to the EU imparted
substantial benefits upon Claimants, which the Tribunal
should take into account when assessing damages.
Romania cited the cases of Metalpar v. Argentina and
GAMI v. Mexico to claim that when State measures both
harm and benefit an investor’s business, tribunals have
taken the positive impact into account when determining
what compensation may be due.2
The effects of EU accession that Romania claimed
resulted in a benefit to Claimants included “increased
domestic sales due to increased local expenditure on
food and beverages;” “an increase of sales abroad due to
an expanded export market;” and “access to duty-free
imports through the [duty-free] EU customs union.”3
Relying on an expert and macroeconomic analysis,
Romania contended that Claimants’ product sales
improved with the general improvement of Romania’s
gross domestic product, which was a direct and positive
result of EU accession.
Romania calculated the purported benefit to Claimants’
business in three different scenarios: (i) if Romania
had joined the EU in 2009, rather than in 2007 as had
occurred; (ii) if Romania had joined the EU in 2011
instead of 2007; and (iii) if Romania had never joined the
EU at all.4 Each of the scenarios assumed that Romania
could not have maintained the customs duties exemptions
after joining the EU. Romania’s expert concluded that
Claimants would have lost substantially more profits if EU
accession had been delayed—€18.9 million in lost profits
with a two-year delay in accession and €34.4 million with
a four-year delay in accession—and it concluded that
Claimants would have suffered €235 million in lost profits
if Romania had never joined the EU.5
Claimants criticized Romania’s theory as an “apples
to oranges” approach. They had disputed the notion
that revocation of the customs duties exemptions was
required for EU accession, and they contended that
1

Ioan Micula et al. v. Romania,
ICSID Case No. ARB/05/20,
Award of December 11, 2013,
¶ 1162.
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2
3
4
5

Id. ¶ 1163.
Id. ¶ 1157.
Id. ¶ 1158.
Id. ¶ 1160.

Romania’s argument improperly conflated two distinct
measures—revocation of the incentives on the one hand
and EU accession on the other. Claimants also doubted
Romania’s application of a macroeconomic analysis to
a microeconomic question: Romania’s analysis did not
actually consider the specific circumstances of Claimants’
business, but instead extrapolated the general benefits of
EU accession to the Romanian economy and assumed that
Claimants enjoyed a pro rata benefit. Finally, Claimants
noted that Romania’s analysis ignored any negative impacts
that may have occurred on Claimants’ businesses as a
result of EU accession.
The Tribunal largely agreed with Claimants’ critiques
and rejected Romania’s theory. The Tribunal questioned
whether, as a legal matter, an act of general application
like EU accession could be said to have a specific effect
on specific persons, including the mitigation of specific
damage. Further, the Tribunal rejected Romania’s expert
analysis and approach. It found that Romania had not
analyzed any specific impacts (negative or positive) of
accession on Claimants’ businesses. It noted that while
accession may have benefited Romania globally, it could
have had (and likely did have) greatly varied effects across
different industries and companies. In particular, the
Tribunal found that Romania’s analysis ignored the costs
of EU accession on Claimants’ businesses, including
increases in labor costs and wages and fixed costs and
regulatory burdens of complying with new EU standards
(such as health, safety, and environmental standards).
While acknowledging that accession may have had an
effect on Claimants’ investments, the Tribunal concluded
that Romania failed to establish “the extent, if any, of the
benefits of EU accession to the Claimants.” 6
Thus, the Micula decision can be said to confirm the
jurisprudence finding that benefits strictly resulting from
complained-of State measures can be considered when
assessing harm. However, the decision may also be said to
add caution to a more expansive principle. The Tribunal
ended its analysis with the warning that “it is legally
difficult to see why an alleged advantage [of EU accession],
from which the Claimants should have benefited in any
circumstances and which is available to their competitors,
including those who are not located in the distressed zones,
should be taken into consideration to their detriment.”7
That statement would endorse a strict, “apples to apples”
comparison of any purported benefits of State measures. F
6
7

Our “Old but Still (Very) Useful” Section
National Oil Corp. (Libya) v. Libyan Sun Oil Co. (U.S.A.),
Award of 31 May 1985, 29 I.L.M. 565 (1990), and Final
Award of 23 February 1987, 29 I.L.M. 603 (1990)
In this ICC arbitration, the National Oil Corporation
(Libya) (NOC) sought from the Libyan Sun Oil
Company (U.S.A.) (Sun Oil) about US$200 million
in damages based on a contractual provision in an
Exploration and Production Sharing Agreement (PSA).
In its award, the Tribunal ultimately denied about 90%
of the damages claimed, holding that the pertinent
contractual stipulations on damages were overridden
by a mandatory statutory provision that allowed the
Tribunal to reduce damages if it considered the claim
to be “grossly exaggerated.” The award thus underlines
the importance of the interplay between mandatory law
and contractual stipulations. Here, the foreign investor
successfully invoked the host State’s mandatory law
(although more typically foreign investors can expect
the host State or its State-owned companies to invoke
such laws).
The background of the case is that in November 1980,
NOC, a Libyan State-owned company, entered into
the PSA with Sun Oil, a Delaware company, for the
discovery of new petroleum resources in Libya. Under
the PSA, Sun Oil undertook to finance and carry out
certain petroleum operations (in particular, exploration,
development, and exploitation) in a contractually
defined area in exchange for a tax-free share of the
potential future production of crude oil. The parties
agreed that the PSA would be governed by and be
interpreted in accordance with Libyan law.

Under the PSA, Sun Oil undertook, inter alia, to
accomplish a contractually defined “minimum
exploration program” for certain contract areas over
a five-year period and to spend such amount as might
be necessary to complete the exploration program. In
Section 8.1 of the PSA, the parties anticipated that
the minimum cost for the completion of the minimum
exploration program would be US$100 million.
Section 8.2 of the PSA provided that in the event any
part of the exploration program for any area was not
properly completed during the applicable exploration
period, Sun Oil was to pay to NOC, as liquidated
damages, the cost of such uncompleted part at the end
of the exploration period.
Although the PSA’s term was 20 years, Sun Oil
stopped performance from 1981 onward (i.e., after
just one year), relying on force majeure after the U.S.
government restricted travel of U.S. citizens to Libya
and issued strict export regulations on technology
exports to Libya. NOC did not accept Sun Oil’s force
majeure invocation and initiated ICC arbitration. In
the Tribunal’s first award, it rejected Sun Oil’s force
majeure defense, finding that performance under
the PSA had not become impossible due to the U.S.
government’s measures. In its final award, it then had
to decide what damages NOC was entitled to due to
Sun Oil’s unjustified non-performance.
NOC relied on Section 8.2 of the PSA and claimed,
subject to the further determination of a tribunalappointed expert, liquidated damages equal to the cost
of the uncompleted part of the exploitation program,
which it estimated to be US$200 million. Sun Oil
objected strenuously to the application of Section
8.2 for several reasons, but the Tribunal rejected
all of them. TheTribunal appreciated that Sun Oil
“undertook heavy commitments” in the PSA but
also noted that “these commitments were not such
as to deter one dozen other petroleum companies
from entering into more or less identical [PSAs]

continued on Page 14

Id. ¶ 1173.
Id.
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The Tribunal’s damages award
may have been owed in part
to the special circumstances of
the case—the general interplay
between mandatory national
law and contractual provisions
is arguably not as relevant
today as at the time when the
award was rendered.
with N.O.C. in or about 1980.” The Tribunal further
stressed that the fact that the optimistic calculations of
these companies later proved to be wholly unfounded
“do[es] not permit the parties to disregard their freely
contracted commitments.”
But although the Tribunal admitted the application
of Section 8.2 as a basis for NOC’s damage claim, it
was not prepared to follow NOC’s request to retain
an expert for the damage calculation. Instead, the
Tribunal referred to Article 227(2) of the Libyan Civil
Code, which provided that “the Judge may reduce the
amount of theses damages if the debtor establishes that
the amount fixed was grossly exaggerated,” and which
it held qualified as a mandatory provision of Libyan
law. The Tribunal further established, with reference
to statements from the Libyan law experts, that Article
227(2) of the Libyan Civil Code “grants the Arbitral
Tribunal a broad discretion to determine whether or
not the amount payable as agreed damages is grossly
exaggerated and to fix the damages to be awarded.”
In its final award, the Tribunal relied on Article 227(2)
to reduce NOC’s damage claim from approximately
US$200 million to US$20 million—contrary to the
damages formula in the PSA and in the absence of
any further expert determination. When assessing this
amount, the Tribunal took the following three criteria
into consideration:
1. The particular circumstances of the case: The
Tribunal appreciated that the issuance of the U.S.
government regulations, while not constituting
force majeure, created a serious and unforeseeable
difficulty for Sun Oil, which Sun Oil believed in
good faith constituted a case of force majeure.
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2. The fact that the amount of damages requested
by NOC was out of proportion to the loss NOC
actually suffered: in the Tribunal’s view, NOC’s
damages were merely flowing from the fact that
(i) NOC did not receive, within the exploration
period, the geophysical information and data
needed to assess the petroleum resources in
the contract areas, and (ii) if the exploitation
operation had led to a commercial discovery,
NOC would have had the benefits thereof at an
earlier point in time.
3. NOC had failed to make reasonable efforts to
mitigate its loss, as NOC was unwilling to discuss
alternative plans that would have permitted the
continuation of the exploration operations.
The Tribunal’s damages award may have been owed
in part to the special circumstances of the case—the
general interplay between mandatory national law and
contractual provisions is arguably not as relevant today
as at the time when the award was rendered. Parties
should nonetheless always diligently review whether
the relevant national law supports their contractual
arrangements in order to avoid unwelcome surprises. F
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